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INTRODUCTION 
11 0ne of the basic goals in the teaching of reading is 
that of promoting growth in word perception.. While it is 
true that full comprehension and rich interpretation remain 
the ultimate goals of a sound reading program, these goals 
cannot be attained unless the reade~ is able to identify 
the printed symbols that he meets and to attach meaning to 
them,. 11 1 
Interest in the relationship of phonetic achievement to 
intelligence, chronological age, achievement in reading, and 
spelling has been prevalent.. However, -there had not been 
attempt made to find out if such a correlation existed. 
An attempt to combine the teaching of phonic skills 
ong with the teaching of other reading skills has been 
e in the McKee reading series. One of their -tests being 
in school systems is Test Three-The McKee Inventory of 
honetic Skills .. 
1Artley, A. Sterl .. 11 Principles Applying to the Teaching 
f Word Perception". Education 74: 561.,:;565; lUay, 1954. 
Boston Universi~Y 
School of Education 
LibrarY. 
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CHAPTER I 
SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
PHONICS 
For years, the va~ue of teaching phonetic analysis has 
been debated. Phonics are mentioned in the writings of 
Horace Mann as early as 1S30. By 1S90 they were considered 
of great importance in the teaching of reading, and 
different systems were developed and used extensively until 
1920 when the emphasis changed to the look and say method~ 
Phonics fell into disrepute, and although many teachers 
still used some type of phonics in their classrooms, this 
fact was concealed from the public. 
Some educators have felt that the English language is 
relatively non~phonetic, and that pupils using phonetic 
analysis read too slowly, and that the use of phonetic 
analysis develops undesirable habits in reading. These 
persons are opposed to the teaching of phonics. The ill 
repute into which phonics fell years ago was caused by poor 
teaching and misuse of phonetic analysis rather than by the 
nature of phonetic analysis itself. 
Today, educators seem to agree that phonics should be 
taught, but disagree on when to begin teaching it and 
disagree on the method to be used in teaching it. 
2 
~ McKee1 feels that the important problem is not deciding 
whether or not phonics should be taught, but what elements 
should be included in the program. 
According to Gray2, in a well~balanced reading program 
of today, children acquire a basic stock of sight words 
that they learn as wholes. They also develop skills that 
enable them to attack new words. These skills include the 
use of context clues, as well as word~form clues and word 
analysis, both structural and phonetic. He indicates that 
training in auditory perception should be·the first step in 
a program for developing power in phonetic analysis, and 
·that the second step in connection with any phonetic element 
is visual-auditory perception, or the association of an 
appropriate sound with a given printed symbol. 
There have been many ideas as to the meaning of phonics. 
A definition given in the Massachusetts Curriculum Guide3 is! 
"Phonics is the effective utilization of understandings, 
skills, abilities, and techniques related to the sound 
structure of the English language, as one means of promoting 
independent word recognition .. " 
1McKee, Paul. The Teaching of Reading in the Elementary 
School., Houghton Miflin Company, Boston; 1948, pp. 242.,.248.-
2Gray, Williams. On Their Own in Reading. Scott 
Foresman and Co., Chicago; 1948, pp .• 32-33 
3Phonics at Work, Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 
supplement of Massachusetts Curriculum Guide; p. 9. 
3 
Interest in phonics started again by 1940 and has 
continued to the present time. 
One of the earliest studies W,:as conducted by Gilll to 
determine the relative effectiveness of three methods. The 
three me~hods were: 
1. Thought or sentence method. 
2. Dale Phonic Method with slight modifications. 
3. Phonetic method with interesting letter forms. 
He concluded that the sentence method had greater 
practical value than either phonetic method. He also noted 
that the good readers tended to read by wholes rather than 
by parts or by letters of a word,. 
As the number of words in the child's sight vocabulary 
increases, he must be provided with a program.of phonics 
including analysis, auditory and visual perception, and 
context clues .. 
Word analysis is defined in the Dictionary of.~ucation2 
in a two-fold manner; 
1., The act or process of breaking up words into 
visual or phonetic elements for the purpose of blending 
these words into wholes. 
1Gill, Edmund J. "Methods of Teaching Reading11 • Journal 
of Experimental PedagoBl. Vol. l, 1911~1912; pp. 243-248. 
2 . . . Good, Carter, Editor. Dictionary of Education. 
McGraw..;;Hi1l""'Book Company, New York; 1945, P~23,. 
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2. The act or process of analyzing the likenesses 
and differences among words, both as to form and meaning. 
Durrell1 presents eight steps in word-analysis learning. 
These eight steps are: 
1. Hearing sounds in words,. 
2. Seeing differences in printed symbols. 
3. Learning letter sounds. 
49 Analyzing words by applying phonics. 
5. Using context clues. 
6,. Developing phonetic ability and a homophone 
sense .. 
7. Developing a higher level of phonic ability. 
g,. Translating words into.ideas, 
The subject of phonics and word analysis has been 
under constant surveillance as educators have been: 
constantly seeking newer and better ways to teach,. 
Bake~2 stresses the· need for phonetic anelysis.of word~ 
to eliminate or avoid confusion in word recognition. 
1 
· Durrell, Donald D. Improving Reading Instruction. 
World Book Company, Yon~erseonwHudson, New York; 1956, p. 226. 
2 Baker, Norma. "Confusion in Word Recognition". 
Elementary School Journal. 45:575-577; June, 1945. 
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She says, 11 Without a knowled~e of the sounds which accompany 
certain combinations of letters, a child may easily confuse 
tW'hat 1 ·With 'That t .11 
Kottmeyerl says there is little point to review various 
arguments about whether we shall teach children phonics. No 
human being can. become completely litera.te unless he can use 
such a body.of skills. 
Investigations-of the value of instruction in phonics do 
not agree in the details of their results. 
Garrison and Heard2 did an experimental study in the 
value of phonics. The experiment began in September with 
children who were entering school for the first time, and 
continued through first, second, and third grades. The 
classes were divided into a bright non-phonetic group·and a 
dull non-phonetic group.. Every effort was made to keep 
teaching-conditions alike except in a fifteen minute period 
each day, during which the phonetic group followed rather 
closely The Teaching of Phonics by Daugherty,.. The teachers 
1 
Kottmeyer, William.. "On the Relati.on of Word 
Perception Skills in Reading. and in Spelling". Education 
72:600e603; May, 1952. 
2 
Garrison, S.c. and Heard, Jliii:nnie T .. · IIAn Experimental 
Study of the Value of Phonetics" .. Peabody Journal of 
Education 9 :9-14; July, 1931. · 
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of the non-phonetic group used easy and familiar reading 
dramatizations, drills, and exercises during the fifteen 
minute period to teach children to discriminate accurately 
between words an~ to stimulate thought# Garrison and Heard 
listed the following conclusions:: 
1. Training in phonetics makes children more 
indepen~ent in the pronunciation of words. 
2. Children with no phonetic training make smoother 
and better oral readers in the lower grades. 
3. In teaching children to read in the early 
part of the primary grades, first and perhaps 
second grade bright children seem to be 
helped more by training in phonetics than the 
slow~learning children. .For all children, 
phonetic training seems to be more effective 
in the latter part of the primary grades. 
4. In the teaching of reading it seems probable 
that much of the phonetic training now given 
should be deferred till the second and third 
grades. It appears that work in meaningful 
exercises which are planned to increase 
comprehension and to teach discrimination of 
words is more important than phonetics. 
5. Children who have had training in phonetics 
have some advantage in learning to spell. 
7 
In an- experiment in New York to determine "the more 
effective and economical learning of the mechanics of 
reading Without violating in any way the basic emphasis on 
a varied and rich experience for young, children or without 
.violating the ideal of individualized learning" Wilson, 
fleming, Burke, and Garrison1 , made a conclusion similar to 
Garrison and Heard on point one as related earlier in this 
discussion.-
The results of the second and third years' work 
substantiated the conclusions reached the first year, namely, 
that relations between abilities with letter forms and sounds 
on the one hand and reading ability in terms of the word, 
sentence and paragraph reading on the other hand, are 
remarkably close f·or children learning to read in the 
Horace Mann School. 
Test scores of poor readers and of poor spellers in 
matched groups were compared with the test scores of good 
readers and of good spellers of the same mental age. The 
results of this study by Templin2 showed that in the groups 
1 Wilson, Frank, Flemming, Cecile, Burke, Agnes, and 
Garrison, Charlotte. "Reading Progress in Primary Grades." 
Elementary School Journal 38:442~449. 
2Templin, :Mildred C,. llphonic Knowledge and Reading 
Achievement of Fourth Grade Pupils.,n Journal of Educational 
Research 47:441-454; February, 1954. 
tested, there was a higher correlation between spelling and 
phonic knowledge than the correlation between reading and 
phonic knowledge. This shows agreement with point five of 
Garrison and Heard's study which was mentioned previously. 
Sexton and Herronl conducted the so called 11 Newark 
Phonics Experiment", the purpose of which was to test the 
value of phonics in the teaching of beginning reading. The 
experiment took place in eight schools in Newark, New Jersey 
and lasted from September, 1921 to February, 1929. Two lB 
Grades started the experiment; one of the teachers used 
phonics, while the other eliminated phonics entirely. The 
same group continued instruction as starte~ through the 
second term in Class lA, only under two new teachers. The 
two grade lB teachers started two new classes, but reversed 
the method of instruction as to the use and non-use of 
phonics. This step was to eliminate the difference in 
teacher ability. The pupils were graded according to the 
ratings on Kindergarten Test and the size of class was kept 
equal. Teaching conditions were also to be kept equal, and 
the same methods were to be used by the teachers .. 
1
sexton, Elmer K. and Herron, John s. 11 The Newark 
Phonics Experiment". Elementary School Journal 28:690-701; 
May, 1928. 
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The grade lB pupils were tested in June, 1925 and in 
January, 1926, after having participated in the experiment 
through two terms, under two different teachers. The lB 
nonephonic group consisted of·220 pupils and the phonic 
group of 244 pupils. On the Newark Word Recognition Test 
the phonic group showed a gain of 0. 52, on the· .Newark 
Sentence Test·a loss of .17, on the Detroit Word Recognition 
Test a loss of .41. The results indicated a very slight 
advantage of the non~phonic classes, except on the Newark 
Word Recognition Test, on which the phonic classes had.a 
gain of 0.52 point score. 
The grade lA pupils were tested in ·January and in June, 
1926e The phonic group consisted of 175 pupils qnd ~he 
non~phonic group of 176 pupils. TAe combined test scores, 
tabulated in average point scores, showed the f.ollowing 
results.: the phonic group had a gain of 1,.08 on the 
Haggerty Reading Examination, Sigma I, Part 1,. of 0,.68 on 
the Haggerty Reading Examination, Sigma I, Part II, and of 
1.05 on the Detroit Word Recognition Test. 
The grade lB pupils continued to work under the 
experiment in grade IIB and were tested in January and June, 
1927.. Final tabulation Of the results for 94 pupils' in the. 
phonic group and 97 pupils in the non..,..phonic group ·showed 
gains fbr·the phonic group£!! all the tests; a gain of 1.48 
on the Haggerty Reading Examination: Sigma I, part I, a 
e· gain of 1.36 on the part II of the same test, and a gain Of 
10 
1.31 on the Newark Second Grade Reading Test. There. was an 
element of mathematical inaccuracy in totaling and averaging 
all the above point scores. A comparison of scQres between 
the· phonics and the non~phonics classes, taught by the same 
teachers within the.same school, showed less difference than 
the scores between the same grades among different schools. 
Tiffin and McKinnisl reported on an experiment to show 
the relationship o;f phonic ability and reading. In this 
study, each child waa given an informal phonic test and two 
reading tests. The results showed that phonic ability and 
reading success were significantly related. They concluded 
that a reading program without provision for mastery of-
phonics principles was inadequate. 
Gates and Russell2 found:> 
The indication is ·that it matters little· which 
type or how much phonics is taught to the ablest pupils 
during the first year but-that a moderate amount of.the 
newer, more informal type of word analysis is ·most promising. 
1Tiffin, Joseph and McKinnis, Mary .. llPhonic Ability, 
Its Measurement and Relation to Reading Ability11 • School and 
Society 51:190~192; February, 1942.. · 
2 . . . 
· Gates, Arthur I., and Russell, David N .. 11 Types of 
Material, Vocabulary Burden, Word Ana~ysis_and·Other Factors 
in Beginning Reading"., Elementary School Journal .. Vol., XXXIX, 
pp. 27;;;.35, ll9~12g;. September and October., 193g,. 
ll 
A moderate amount of informal word analysis is 
helpful~ Very little of this type seems to be better than 
large amounts of formal phonetic drill. 
The average pupils appear more clearly to secure 
greater benefit from the informal type of experience and to 
profit least from the conventional formal phonics. The 
pupils of lowest readingereadiness scores show this trend 
still more clearly~ 
Dolch1 expressed the belief that a well developed skill 
in working out any syllable, common or uncommon, will give 
the child the best aid in attacking the host of polysyllables 
which he will always meet in his reading., 
Dolch2 also says that in phonics, the child must use 
sounds of letters and letter combinations in working out the 
pronunciation of new words and that considerable mental 
maturity is necessary for a child to apply knowledge of 
sounds to aid. in unlock-ing new words,.· 
Hildreth3 declares that teachers do not expect typical 
children to begin the development of phonic skills before 
1Dolch, Edward W,. "Sight Syllables Versus Letter 
Phonics". Elementary School Journal 41:38 ... 42; September, 1940 .. 
2Dolch, Edward and Bloomster, Maurine., 11 Phonic 
Readinessn,. Elementary School Journal 36:517..,526~ March, 1936. 
3Hildreth, Gertrude. "New Methods for Old in Teaching 
Phonics 11 • Elementary School Journal 57:436ts441; May, 1957 .. 
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they are around seven years of age because the pupils are 
not mentally equipped to do the generalizing required in 
sounding before this age and that many.English words are 
non~phonetic. Words of many syllables must be divided into 
syllables before phonics can be applied. 
According to results of Durrell and Murphyl, training 
in auditory discrimination speeded up the rate of learning 
new words, and res~lted in significantly higher reading 
scores than with control groups. When combined with training 
in visual discrimination the results were even better. 
In a study made by Agnew2 in 1939, he concluded the 
following positive advantages from teach.l,.ng phonics: 
1. Increased independence in recognizing words 
previously learned. 
2. Greater ability to unlock new words. 
3. Better pronunciation~ 
4. Improved oral reading., 
1 Durrell, Donald D., and Murphy, Helen A. 11 The Auditory 
Discrimination Factor in Reading Readiness and Reading 
Disability11 • Education 73:556..:.560; October, 1953 .. 
2Agnew, Donald c ... liThe Effect"s of ·varied Amounts of 
Phonetic Training on Primary Reading". Duke University 
Studies in Education, No. 5. Duke University_Press, Durham, 
North Carolina,. 1939; p ... 44. · 
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He also asserted that there was no sacrifice of interest 
in reading of pupils who had received large amounts of 
phonic training. He also found that the training did not 
result in a tendency to "neglect" context clues. 
Jonesl declares: 
11 That training in auditory perception, especially 
sound discrimination, has become a major part of the 
instruction in reading readiness. Auditory, as well as 
visual avenues to the child's perceptive apparatus are 
utilized in well rounded reading programs." 
Austin2 believes that: 
At present most educators urge th~ use of phonics 
as one important aid in the teaching of reading. The 
importance of auditory readiness cannot be over~emphasized 
in the modern phonetic approach to word analysis. In a 
well-planned program children learn to discriminate between 
sounds before attempting to discriminate between the visual 
differences between the letters representing those sounds. 
1Jones, Vorris Val. "The Effect of Speech Training on 
Silent Reading Achievementn. Journal of Speech and Hearing 
Disorders 16:259; September, 1951~ 
2Austin, Mary c.-uPhonetic Elements and Principles 
Basic to Reading". Conference on Reading, University of 
Chicago 17:51; 1955. 
14 
/ 
Cordtsl says that: 
When their phonics functions in reading, children 
learn to help themselves. There is meaning in what they 
are doing, and learning is fun. They will think right, 
forging ahead from level to level, gaining in power as they 
go, and nothing can stop them. Thus, independence in 
reading is achieved. 
Cordts2 also observed as a result of two experiments 
over a period of many years: 
H-----that the pupils who had ample experience in 
auditory discrimination before associating the auditory and 
visual units were able to derive the cues themselves from 
the cue words, thereby experiencing from the outset the 
power and joy of independence of learning. 
Sister Mary Nila3 reports that a child who is unable to 
recognize similarities and differences in sounds does not 
have the basis for ability to use phonetic analysis in his 
independent reading since phonics is essentially learning to 
associate letters or letter combinations with a particular 
sound. 
1 
Cordts, Anna D. "And Itst All Known as Phonics". 
Elementary English 32:97-102; October, 1955. 
2
cordts, Anna D. "Functional Phonetics"~ Education 
24:566~670; May, 1955. 
~ala, Sister Mary. "Foundations of a Successful Reading 
Program11 • Education 73:54}.,555; May, 1953. 
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In a study by Crossley1 , it was found that beginning 
reading is affected·by auditory discrimination. The study, 
concerned with the effect of lantern slides in developing 
auditory and visual discrimination; disclosed the greater 
significance of auditory discrimination than of mental age 
in learning to read. 
Tate2 suggested: that without employing phonics, 
either formal or incidental, as a medium of. instruction, 
teachers can secure reading performances corresponding to 
those- indicated by the norms of standardized tests but that 
the incidental phonic method is much superior to the none 
phonic method in developing the ability to recognize words 
and to comprehend the meaning of sentences and paragraphs. 
Thornberg3 wrote, concerning the issue of whether 
phonics should be taught and how phonics should Qe taught, 
that research indicates a need for functional. instruction 
and techniques. She says: 
liThe fact that many children are·not reading as 
well as they should is of great concern to all. Their 
1crossley, B. Alice. "An Evaluation of the Effect of 
Lantern Slides on Auditory and Visual Discrimination of 
Word ElementsnlP Unpublished Doctor of Education Thesis,. 
Boston University; 194S. · 
2Tate, Harry T., Herbert, Theresa M., and Terman. 
"Nonphonetic Primary Reading" .. Elementary Sc;b.ool Journal., 
4o : 529.;; 37; · March, 1940 .. 
3Thornberg, Josephine. "The Place of Phonics in Basal 
Reading Instruction". Education Di est; JJ3,nuary, l955o p.,4S .. 
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attention has been redirected towards the teaching of 
phonics as one of the ways in which a child can learn to 
attack new words independently." 
The controversy about the value of phonics that has been 
going on for the past ten to fifteen years has ended. The 
issue is: When shall instruction begin and how much? What 
technique shall we use? How can we make phonics functional? 
· Research indicates that any materials used for 
instruction of reading or spelling should be meaningful to 
the children. The words should be within the children's 
speaking vocabulary to appeal to their interest and to 
increase their desire for achievement. Hildrethl points out 
that phonics practice is now recognized as a valuable aid.in 
comprehending unfamiliar words in context, but it is not a 
method of teaching reading. 
Hildreth2 also says: 
"Bring the first work in phonics r1ght·into the 
flook and sayt reading experience. Do all work in phonics 
1 Hildreth, Gertrude .. "Learning to Read with Under~ 
standing". National Education Association Journal 40:5CS...57; 
January, 1951. 
2Hildreth, Gertrude H .. liThe Role of Pronouncing and 
Sounding in Learning to Read11 .,-Educat1on Digest 20:4-6..,49; 
February, 1955 .. 
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within whole words and use real words that the child has 
commonly met in his reading. If sounding is always done 
with real words of interest to.the child, words alr~ady in 
his speaking vocabulary, he is more likely to use his 
sounding skill functionally in actual reading. If anY words 
used for drill are not within the speaking vocabulary of the 
child, he Will have extra difficulty in learning the 
sounding technique .. " 
While the question of the amount of time in the 
curriculum to devote to phonics remains a problem, the 
importance of phonics in the curriculum has been established. 
The fact that it helps children to be.better spellers, and 
that it helps most pupils to better analyze words and to 
read with more meaning should justify a definite place for 
phonics in the school program. 
Dolchl maintains, "We must give children the right 
attitudes toward school and toward reading. We must have 
some sounding, we must expect different progress in sounding, 
and we must preserve childrents well..,_rounded education .. " 
1Dolch, Edward VI. IIPhonics in the First Grade 11 .. 
Elementary English Review 32 :514,;,518; December, 1955. · 
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CHAPTER II 
PLAN OF STUDY 
This study was two.,;.fold in nature:: 
1.. a statistical analysis of Test 3-..:.The McKee 
Inventory of Phonetic skill; and 
2. an analysis of test results to determine the 
relationship between phonetic knowledge and the following:: 
achievement in reading 1 achievement in spelling, 
intelligence, and chronological age. 
Available for the first part of the study were 1,300 
tests which had been administered to 1,300 third grade 
children in a school system in Massachusetts as part of the 
testing program in a research project. 
The second part of the study included data taken from 
available school records and phonetic test results of 520 
pupils participating in the study. 
A Description of the Tea~ 
Test Three-.,~THE MC KEE INVENTORY OF PHONETIC SKILL is a 
single sheet test divided into seven sections (A,B,C,D,E,F, 
& G) with complete directions for administering the test and 
a simple key for quick correcting. 
The purpose of the test is to aid the teacher in 
diagnosing pupil mastery of the phonetic elements that are 
tau t in the 
19 
for Meaning Series. 
The various phonetic elements are tested in the order in 
which they have been taught. Sections A, B, C, and D test 
those phonetic elements which have been taught by the end of 
Looking Ahead, the first-level reader for third grade. 
Section A~rows l-50~tests consonant-sound associations in 
the initial position only. Section B~rows 51~62~tests 
the pupilfs ability to use these same associations when the 
consonant element comes at the end of a word. Section c-~ 
rows 63~76~tests the structural elements that have been 
taught by the end of Looking Ahead. Section n-~rows 77-102~ 
tests vowel-sound associations. 
Sections E, F, and G test the phonetic elements that 
are first taught in Climbing Higher, the second~level 
reader for third grade. Section ~rows 103~1o~~tests 
beginning consonant sounds. Section F--rows 109ell6~tests 
recognition of newly introduced prefixes and suffixes. 
Section ~-rows 117-130~tests recognition of certain common 
syllables,.. 
Except in section G, the first word in each numbered 
row is one which, at the time of testing, has already been 
taught as part of the basal vocabulary of the McKee series. 
The other words in each row are almost without exception 
words which are not as yet in the basal vocabulary, but 
which are identical with the first word except for the 
substitution of the phonetic elements being tested* 
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Only sections A, B, c, and D should be used when 
testing after completion of Looking Ahead. The entire test 
should be used when testing after completion of Climbing 
Higher, whether at the end of third grade or at the beginning 
of any of the intermediate grades. 
Directions on How to Administer The Test 
Section ~~Initial Consonant Sounds 
Here is the first row of section A:: 
1 .. bug hug tug jug rug 
Say to the pupils: Listen for the sound that you 
hear at. the beginning of hall and healthy. Now look at the 
words in row number 1. Find a word that begins with the 
same sound as hall and healthy_ Draw a line around that word. 
Proceed in the same manner with each row in 
section A. Following are suggested words to use in identify~ 
ing the element being tested in each row: 
1. h~hall, healthy 26. cr--crawl, crown 
Similar suggestions are given through item number 50. 
Section B-.... Final Consonant-Sounds 
Here is the first row of section B: 
51. cup cud cub cuss cuff 
Say to the pupils;: Listen for the sound that you 
hear at the end of stab and crib. Now look at the words in 
row number 51. Fin~ord that ends with the same sound as 
stab and crib. Draw a line around that word. 
Proceed in the same manner with each row in 
section B.. Following are suggested words to use:. 
51. b--stab, crib 57. ng--sting, gong 
Similar suggestions are given through item number 62. 
Section a--Structural Elements 
Here is the first row of section C :: 
63. piece pieces pieced piecing 
21 
Say to the pupils:: Look at the first word in row 
number 63. You know that word. It is piece. The three 
other words in the row are made from the word piece. Find 
the one that has the same sound at the end that you hear at 
the end of the words noticed and chased. Draw a line 
around that word. 
Proceed in the same manner with each row in 
section C, but substitute beginning for end for row 74. 
Following are suggested words to use:: 
63. ed(t)~~noticed, chased 74. un-unlocked, unhappy 
Similar suggestions are given through item 76. 
Section D--Vowel Sounds 
Here is the first row of section D :: 
77. ripe rip reap rope rap 
Say to the pupils: ~isten for the vowel sound 
that you hear in tag and slat,. Now look at the words in row 
number 77. Find a word that has in it the vowel sound that 
you hear in tas and ~· Draw a line around that word. 
Proceed in the same manner with each row in 
section D. Following are suggested words to use:: 
77. ae-tag, . slat 90. ow(cow) ... -how, or own 
Similar suggestions are given through item 102. 
Section E-:.o-Initial Consonant Sounds 
Here is the first row of section E:: 
103. grape drape gape scrape tape 
Say to the pupils: Listen for the sound that you 
hear at the beginning of scramble and screen. Now look at 
the words in row number 103. Find a word that begins with 
the same sound as scramble and screen. Draw a line around 
that word. 
Proceed in the same manner with each row in section 
E. Following are suggested words to use: 
103. scr~-scramble, screen 106. spl~split, splash 
Similar suggestions are given through item lOS. 
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Section F~~structural Elements 
Here is the first row of section F :: 
109. worth worthy worthless worthiness 
Say to the pupils;: Look at the first word in row 
number 109. You know that word. It is worth. The three 
other words in the row are made from the word worth. Find 
the one that has the same sound at the end that you hear at 
the end of the words cloudless and thoughtless. Draw a line 
around that word¥ 
Proceed in the same manner with each row in 
section F., but substitute beginning for end for rows 111-114. 
Following are suggested words to use:: ---
109 .. lessw-.cloudless, thoughtless 113. mis--mistake, 
miscount 
Similar suggestions are given through item 116. 
Section Ge-Oommon Syllables 
Here is the first row of section G:: 
117. collect coastal conduct compose 
Say to the pupils: Listen for the common syllable 
sound that you hear at the beginning of command and compel. 
Now look. at -the words in row number 117. Find- a word that 
begins with the same common syllable sound as command and 
,c ompe~. Draw a line around that word. 
Proceed in the same manner with each row in 
section G, but substitute end for beginning and ends for 
begins for rows llS, 123, 124, 127, and 130. Following are 
suggested words to use~ 
117. com~command, compel 124. ple--sample, ripple 
Similar suggestions are given through item 130 .. 
Correcting the tests~A simple key is attached to help one 
correct the tests. 
A copy of the test is included in the appendix. 
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Procedure of the Analysis 
The analysis of the test consisted of two parts: a 
statistical analysis, including an item analysis and a split-
half reliability; and an analysis by quartiles to determine 
the relationship between the pupils phonetic scores on this 
test and their intelligence, chronological age, and 
achievement in reading, and achievement in spelling. For 
the item analysis of the McKee Inventory of Phonetic Skill 
the fifty highest scores and the fifty lowest scores were 
selected. Each of the one hundred and thirty items of the 
test was analyzed to determine the number of correct 
responses for that item in the fifty high scores, and the 
number of correct responses for that item in th~ fifty low 
scores. From these tabulations ~ table was made showing the 
percent of correct responses, the difference in percent, the 
standard error of difference, and the critical ratio for 
each item. The Edgerton Tablesl were used to find the 
standard error of percent. 
1Edgerton, H. A. and Patterson, D. G ... 11 Table of Standard 
Errors and Probable Errors of Percentages for Varying 
Numbers of Cases 11 • Journal of Applied Psychology 10:37B-391; 
September, 1926,. 
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The results of the item analysis are presented in the 
next chapter. 
To find a split~half reliability co-efficient for the 
McKee Inventory of Phonetic Skill one hundred random scores 
were selected. This was done by taking every twelfth score 
from the twelve hundred copies of the test. Each of these 
one hundred scores was analyzed to determine the number of 
.correct even items, and the number of correct odd items. 
With this data, the range of scores for the odd items was 
tabulated vertically against the range of scores for the even 
items tabulated horizontally. Through the use of the 
Pearsonl Product..-.Moment coefficient of correlation method 
and corrected by the Spearman Brown1 Prophecy Formula, the 
reliability coefficient was determined. 
The computation of the Pearson product moment 
correlation coefficient included the following steps: 
1. Making a frequency distribution for the odd items 
and a frequency distribution for the even items by setting up 
a double entry table. 
2. Tabulating the pairs of scores on the double entry 
table,. 
1 Green, H. A., Jorgensen, A. N., Gerberich, J. R. 
Measurement and Evaluation in the Elementary School. 
Longmans, Green and Co., N.Y.; 1958. pp 374:381, and p. 386. 
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3. Assuming values for the means and counting off the 
• 
deviations. 
form. 
4. Computing the standard deviations in class--interval 
5. Computing the sum of the product moments. 
6. Obtaining the mean of the product moments. 
7. Obtaining the product of the corrections. 
B. Obtaining the product of the standard deviations. 
9. Substitute the values you have in the formula and 
solve for the correlation coefficient represented by the 
symbol r. 
The results of this analysis are presented in the next 
chapter. 
The relationship between pupils phonetic scores and 
their intelligence, chronological age, achievement in 
reading, and achievement in spelling was established in the 
following manner: 
A frequency distribution of the phonetic scores 
of 520 children was set up. The scores, ranging from 
lowest to highest, were grouped into four quartiles 
consisting of 130 scores each. 
For each of the 520 children, information about 
his intelligence quotient, mental age, chronological age, 
paragraph meaning level, word meaning level, and spelling 
grade level equivalent was recorded. 
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A mean and a standard deviation was computed for 
each quartile for each of the following six measures: 
Intelligence Quotient, Mental Age, Chronological Age, 
Paragraph Meaning, Word Meaning, and Spelling.. A critical 
ratio was then computed for each of these six above mentioned 
measures to compare Quartile 4 against Quartile 3, Quartile 3 
against Quartile 2, and Quartile 2 against Quartile 1. 
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CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The purpose of this study was to make an item analysis 
of the McKee Inventory of Phonetic Skill described in 
Chapter II, to establish the reliability coefficient of this 
inventory, and to determine the relationship between phonetic 
knowledge and achievement in reading and spelling and the 
relationship between phonetic knowledge and intelligence. 
Tables I through VII show the percent of correct 
responses for each item on the test for the fifty highest 
' \ 
and fifty lowest scores, the percent of difference, the 
standard error of percent, and the critical ratio~' 
TABLE I 
ITEM ANALYSIS OF THE MC KEE INVEl'JTORY OF PHONETIC SKILL 
Section A.;...-Initial Consonant Sounds 
Percentage of 
Correct Responses 
50 50 Standard 
High Low % Error Critical 
Item Scores Scores Difference Percent Ratio 
1 100 98 2 ,.020 1.oo 
2 100 74 26 ,.062 4.19 
it 100 54 46 .070 6.57 100 70 30 ,.065 4.61 
5 100 64 36 .068 5 .. 27 
6 100 62 38 .,069 5.50 
7 100 62 38 ,.069 ~.50 8 100 76 24 ,.060 ,.00 
9 100 76 24 ,.,060 4.oo 
10 100 56 44 .070 6.28 
11 100 74 26 .062 4.19 
12 100 78 22 .059 3.72 
13 100 66 34 .067 5.74 
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TABLE I (continued) 
Percentage of 
Correct Responses 
50 50 
% High Low Scores Scores Difference 
" 15 96 52 .071 ]. 16 100 72 28 .,063 4. 17 100 50 50 .. 071 ,. 7.04 18 100 50 ~g .071 7.04 19 100 60 
.069 5.83 20 100 78 22 .059 3.72 21 100 78 22 .059 4~72 22 100 4~ 24 .060 .oo ~~ 100 56 .070 s.oo 100 82 18 .054 3-33 25 100 62 38 ,.069 4:4~ 26 100 72 2g .-063 
27 100 56 44 .070 6 .. 28 28 100 76 24 .,060 4.oo 29 100 68 32 .. 066 4.84 
30 100 48 52 .. 071 7.32 
·-
31 100 84 16 .. 052 3.07 32 98 36 62 .,069 8.,98 
54 
100 so 20 .,057 3.50 100 66 34 .067 4-74 35 100 68 32 .066 .,g4 
36 100 84 16 ,.052 ~:~4 37 100 72 28 .,063 
38 98 32 66 .067 9 .. 84 ~ 100 66 34 .067 5.7 100 4ff 22 .. 059 3.72 41 100 56 ,.070 g.oo 42 100 78 22 ~059 ~:4~ ~~ 100 72 28 .,063 100 62 38" .o6~ 5.50 45 100 82 18 .05 3.33 46 100 48 52 .,071 7.32 47 100 66 34 .,067 4-74 48 100 68 ~~ .,066 .84 49 100 52 .,071 6.76 50 100 54 46 .070 6.57 
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ITEM ANALYSIS OF THE McKEE INVENTORY OF PHONETIC SKILL(conttd 
TABLE II 
Section B~~Final Consonant Sounds 
Percentage of 
Correct Responses 
50 50 Standard 
High Low % Error Critical Item Scores Scores Difference Percent Ratio 
51 100 78 22 .059 ~.72 52 96 72 24 ,.060 .oo 
§~ 100 48 52 .071 4·32 100 4~ 30 ,.065 .61 55 98 54 .070 7.71 56 100 50 50 .071 7.04 
57 96 36 60 .069 8.69 58 100 72 28 .063 4.44 
59 100 66 34 .067 ~-74 60 100 74 26 .062 .19 61 100 84 16 .052 3.07 62 100 42 58 .070 8.28 e < 
TABLE III 
Section C..::..,;;.Structural Elements 
Percentage of 
Correct Responses 
50 50 Standard 
High Low % Error Critical Item Scores Scores Difference Percent Ratio 
~~ 100 86 14 .049 2.85 100 70 30 .,065 4.61 
65 100 72 28 .,063 4.44 
66 100 76 24 .o6o 4,.00 
67 100 66 ~~ .067 5.74 68 100 58 .070 6.oo 
69 98 72 26 ,.062 4.1~ 70 100 72 28 .063 4.4 
71 100 78 22 .0~9 3-72 72 100 86 14 .. o 9 2 .. 85 
~~ 100 78 22 .059 ~-72 100 76 24 .060 .oo 
75 100 82 18 .. 054 3-~~ 76 100 64 36 .o68 5 .. 
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ITEM ~~ALYSIS OF THE McKEE INVENTORY OF PHONETIC SKILL(C01TT 1D 
TABLE IV 
Sectlon n~vowel Sounds 
Percentage of 
Correct Responses 
50 50 Standard 
High Low % Error Critical 
Item Scores Scores Difference Percent Ratio 
77 100 88 12 .046 2.60 
78 100 54 46 .070 6 .. 57 
79 96 4~ 60 .. 069 8.69 80 100 52 .. 071 7.32 
81 100 26 74 ,.062 11.93 
82 100 4o 60 .069 8 .. 69 
~~ 100 32 68 .,066 10.40 100 72 28 .063 4. 4 
g5 96 ~~ 62 .069 8.98 86 100 54 .070 7.71 
87 94 12 82 .054 15.1g 
88 100 4o 60 .069 8.69 
• 
89 100 48 52 .. 071 7 .. 32 
90 100 42 ~~ .. 070 8,.28 91 100 52 .071 6.76 
92 100 76 24 .,060 4.oo 
~~ 100 62 38 .,069 ~.50 96 64 32 .066 .. 84 
95 96 18 78 .. 059 13 .. 22 
96 100 52 48 .071 6.76 
97 100 56 44 .070 6 .. 28 
98 100 52 43 .071 6.76 
99 100 66 34 *067 5 .. 44 100 100 4~ 64 .. 068 9 .. 1 101 100 ~~ .071 7.32 102 100 54 .070 6 .. 57 
~===*================================~==== 
e 
ITEM ANALYSIS OF THE McKEE INVENTORY OF PHONETIC SKILL(CONTtD 
~TABLE V 
Section E--Initial Consonant Sounds 
Percentage of 
Correct Responses 
50 50 Standard 
High Low 4 Error Critical I'C 
Item Scores Scores Difference Percent Ratio 
104 100 86 14 ,.049 2.85 10 100 78 22 ;.059 3•72 105 100 50 50 .. 071 7.04 106 98 62 36 .068 5 .. 27 107 100 44 56 .070 8,.00 108 100 68 32 ;,.066 4.84 
TABLE VI 
Section F~-Structural Elements 
Percentage of 
Correct Responses 
50 50 Standard 
High Low % Error Critical Item Scores Scores Difference Percent Ratio 
109 100 so 20 .,057 3.50 110 98 50 48 .071 6.76 
111 100 so 20 ;.057 3.50 112 100 66 34 .,067 ~-74 11~ 100 74 26 .062 .19 11 100 74 26 .062 4.19 
115 100 70 30 .065 4.61 
116 100 78 22 .059 3.72 
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ITEH ANALYSIS OF THE McKEE INVENTORY OF PHONETIC SKILL(CONTlD 
TABLE VII 
Item 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
Section ~Common Syllables 
Percentage of 
Correct Responses 
50 50 
High Low 
Scores Scores 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
96 
100 
96 
100 
100 
98 
82 
52 
50 
36 
52 
56 
~g 
48 
~~ 
42 
60 
26 
% 
Difference 
18 
48 
50 
64 
48 
44 
62 
~~ 
48 
52 
E~ 
72 
Sta~dard 
Error 
Percent 
Critical 
tio 
Tables I through VII show the item analysis for the 
ee Inventory of Phonetic Skill including the difference 
percent between the fifty high scores and the fifty low 
cores, the standard error of percent, and __ the critical 
atios for each item. The fifty high scores ranged fr9m 
items correct) to 99% (129 itemscorrect),. The 
low scores ranged from 98% to 12%~ All items but one 
significant critic~l ratio. Section A, item 1, 
initial consonant sounds was the only nonediscriminating 
This varied only 2% between the high and low scores. 
critical ratio is 15.18 on voweL sounds, Section 
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Table VIII shows the number of correct odd 
and even items on the one hundred random scores 
which were used to establish the coefficient of 
reliability,. 
Table IX shows the distribution of correct 
responses for odd and even items of the test for 
the one hundred random scores .. 
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TABLE VIII 
This table shows the number of correct odd and even 
items on 100 random scores:; 
!~core No. Correct Odd Items Correct Even Items 
1 .. 65 63 
2,. 65 64 
3· 64 60 
4. 64 61 
5. 64 62 
6,. 64 63 
7. 64 63 
B. 64 64 
e 9. 64 64 
10. 64 64 
11. 64 64 
12. 63 60 
13. 63 61 
14. 63 61 
15. 63 62 
16. 63 63 
17 •. 63 64 
18. 63 64 
19. 63 65 
20. 62 60 
21 .. 62 61 
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TABLE VIII ~ Continued 
Score No .. Correct Odd Items Correct Even Items 
22. 62 62 
23. 62 63 
24. 62 63 
• 
25 .. 62 64 
26. 61 58 
27. 61 60 
28. 61 60 
29. 61 61 
30. 61 63 
31. 60 56 
e 32 .. 60 57 
33 .. 60 58 
34 .. 60 59 
35. 60 59 
36. 60 59 
37- 60 60 
38. 60 60 
39. 60 60 
4o. 60 64 
41. 60 64 
42 .. 59 45 
43. 59 47 
44. 59 52 
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TABLE VIII ~ Continued 
Score No. Correct Odd Items Correct Even Items 
45;1> 59 57 
46. 59 60 
4T .. 59 60 
48_. 59 62 
49 .. 59 62 
50. 58 56 
51 .. 58 57 
52 .. 58 58 
53. 58 58 
54 ... 58 58 
e 55. 58 59 
56~ 58 60 
57. 58 60 
58. 58 62 
59. 58 62 
60,. 58 62 
61~ 58 64 
62. 57 54 
63. 57 61 
64., 56 47 
65. 56 52 
66. 56 54 
67. 56 54 
3S 
TABLE VIII w Continued 
Score No •. Correct Odd Items Correct Even Items 
6S •. 56 56 
69 •. 56 58 
70,. 56 59 
71 .. 56 60 
72~ 55 56 
73. 55 58 
74-- 55 61 
75· 54 52 
76. 54 52 
77· 54 53 
78~ 54 55 
79. 54 57 
so. 53 53 
81. 53 56 
82. 53 61 
83. 53 64 
84. 52 49 
85. 52 50 
86. 52 51 
87. 52 52 
gg,. 52 53 
89. 52 58 
90 .• 51 50 
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TABLE VIII ~ Continued 
Score No. Correct Odd Items Correct Even Items 
91. 51 55 
92,. 51 56 
93 .. 51 56 
94. 50 52 
95. 48 47 
96. 48 49 
97. 48 49 
98. 48 50 
99. 48 52 
100., 48 54 
e 
e 
TABLE IX 
Number correct of even responses 
Score 
Odd 45 46 47 4S 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 5S 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 
~a .. .. " • .. " • • .. .. -· • • .. .. • • . 1 1 \It .. • • • .. .. • .. • • " .. .. .. . 1 1 1 2 4 • 63 • • • • . • • . • 0 • .. • .. • 1 2 1 1 2 1 62 .. .. • • . .. " .. • • .. • ... • • 1 1 1 2 1 .. 61 .., 
" 
• .. • .. .. • .. • • • . 
1 • 2 1 • 1 • • 60 
• • • 
,,. 
• .. • " 
.. • 
-
1 1 1 3 2 
" 
.. 1 2 • 59 1 
"' 
1 • • .. .. 1 .. • ,. .. 1 • • 2 .. 2 • .. • 58 • • • • .. • "' 'fi 11' • • 1 1 3 1 2 .. 3 • 1 • 
57 .. .. .. 
-· 
.. 
" 
.. 
" • 
1 • .. .. • .. .. 1 .. • .. .. 56 .. .. 1 • .. • • 1 • 2 .. 1 ,. 1 1 1 " • .. • • ~~ .. .. • • .. .. • • • , • 1 • 1 .. • 1 • • • .. • • .. .. • " • 2 1 • 1 • 1 ... • • • .. • "" .. 53 • • • • • • " " 1 • • 1 .. " .. • 1 • • 1 • 52 • .. .. • 1 1 1 1 1 • • • • 1 .. .. .. • • • • 51 • • • • . 1 .. • • • 1 2 • • .. • • .. • • .. ~~ .. • " .. • .. .. 1 .. • • .. • .. • • • .. .. .. • .. • • .. • .. • • • .. • • • • • • • .. • .. .. 4S 
• .. 1 .. 2 1 • 1 .. 1 • • • • • .. .. .. • • • 
li 
I' :::. • 83 
g 
Table VIII and Table IX show that the correct 
responses on the odd items range from 4g to 63, 
and those on the even from 45 to 65. The coefficient 
of reliability, as computed by the Pearson productw 
moment correlation and corrected by the Spearman~ 
Brown Prophecy Formula, was found to be .g3. 
The 520 pupils were divided into quartiles based on the 
scores on the phonetic inventory. Table X shows the 
comparison of Intelligence ~uotients by quartiles. 
Grou2 
Q,4 
Q3 
N 
130 
130 
130 
130 
TABLE X 
Mean S .. D. SEm 
116 .. 9 1L.99 1.05 
113 .. 7 12.32 1,.08 
113.7 12.32 l.OS 
108.4 12.20 1.07 
108.4 12,.20 1.07 
106 .. 5 11.30 
Diff. SEdf C. R. 
3.2 1 .. 507 2,.12 
1.9 1.468 1 .. 29 
Q4 had the highest Intelligence Quotients and Q1 the 
lowest, 116.9 and 106.5 respectively. 
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Table XI 
by quartiles. 
Group N 
Q4 
Q3 
Q3 
Q2 
130 
130 
130 
130 
130 
130 
TJ~.BLE XI 
shows the comparison of mental ages in months 
Mean S.D. SEm Diff., 
119.12 12.995 1.14 3.27 
115.85 11.46 1.00 
115.85 11.46 1,.00 4.10 
111 .. 75 11.45 1.00 
111.75 11.45 1,.00 2,.80 
108.95 13.60 1.201 
SEdf C. R .. 
1,.52 2.15 
1 .. 43 2 .. 862 
Q4 had the highest mental ages and Ql had the lowest, 
119.12 months and 108.95 months respectively. 
TABLE XII 
Table XII shows the comparison of chronological ages in 
months by quartiles. 
Group N 
Q4 130 
Q3 130 
Mean s .. n. 
102.38 3-31 
104,.2 1.7 
104.2 1.,7 
104.3 4.3 
104.3 4.3 
103 .. 2 5.0 
SEm 
.291 
.149 
.149 
-377 
Diff. 
1,.82 
.. 1 
SEdf ~R. 
.327 5.565 
Q4 were the youngest in chronological ages, and Q2 the 
oldest, 102.38 months and 104.3 months respectively. There 
was a statistical significance between Q4 and Q3• 
TABLE XIII 
Table XIII shows the comparison of paragraph meaning by 
quartiles. 
Group 
Q,4 
Q,3 
N 
130 
130 
130 
130 
130 
130 
Mean 
4.4 
4 .. 1 
4.1 
3-7 
S.D. 
1,.24 
1 ... 15 
1.15 
.88 
SEm 
.11 
.10 
"10 
.o8 
~08 
.06 
Diff .. 
.3 
.. 4 
SEdf c ... R • ......___ 
.15 2.0 
.. 10 4.0 
Q,4 wer~ the highest in paragraph meaning and Q1 were the 
lowest, 4.4 and 3.3 respectively. There were statistically 
significant differences between Q3 and Q.2 and Q,2 and Q1 • 
TABLE XIV. 
Table XIV shows the comparison of word meaning by 
quartiles. 
Group N 
Q4 130 
130 
130 
130 
130 
130 
4.7 
4 .. 2 
4.2 
3-7 
SEm 
.. os 
.09 
.o6 
Diff. ~ 
~5 ,.12 
.11 
.,09 
C. R. 
4.17 
4.55 
Q4 were the highest in word meaning and Q1 were the 
lowest, 4 .. 7 and 3,.2 respectively, There were statistically 
significant differences between Q4 and Q3, Q3 and Q2 , ~d 
Q2 and~· 
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TABLE XV 
Table XV shows the comparison of spelling by quartiles. 
Group 
Q4 
Q3 
N 
130 
130 
130 
130 
130 
130 
Mean S.D. 
5 .. 0 .S7 
4 .. 5 .,g6 
SEm Diff. SEdf C. R. 
.os .5 .11 4.55-
,.07 
.. 6 .11 
.09 
Q4 were the highest in spelling and ~ were the lowest, 
5.0 and 3.6 respectively. There were statistically 
significant differences between Q4 and Q3, Q3 and Q2 , and 
Q2 and Q1• 
CHAPTER IV 
SillviMA..li.Y AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of the study was to make a statistical 
analysis of Test Three~The McKee Inventory of Phonetic 
Skill, and to find the relationship between the pupilst 
phonetic scores on this test and their intelligence, 
chronological age, achievement in reading, and achievement 
in spelling .. 
The findings were as follows:: 
1. The item analysis results showed that one hundred 
twenty~nine out of one hundred thirty items discriminated 
between high and low scores. The one non-discriminating 
item appeared in Section A, Initial Consonant Sounds, 
Item 1 .. 
2. The coefficient of reliability, established by the 
computation of the Pearson produet~moment coefficient of 
correlation and corrected by the Spearman-Brown Prophecy 
,Formula is .. 83. 
3. An analysis by quartiles on the phonic test showed 
!children in Q4 had highest I.Q., highest mental age, and 
!lowest chronological age. 
4. Phonetic knowledge appears to be a factor in 
~eading and spelling achievement. 
a. The mean scores for the various quartiles in 
paragraph meaning were Q,4 4.4, Q3 4,1, Q2 3.7, 
and Q1 3 .. 3. The difference was statistically 
significant between Q3 and Q2 , and Q2 and Q,1 .. 
b., The mean scores for the various quartiles in 
word meaning were Q4 4.7, Q3 4.2, Q2 3.7, and 
Ql 3.2. The difference was statistically 
significant between Q4 and Q3, Q3 and Q2 , and 
Q2 and Ql., 
c. The mean scores for the various quartiles in 
spelling were Q4 5.0, Q3 4.5, Q2 3.9, and 
Ql 3.6. The difference was statistically 
significant between Q4 and Q3, Q3 and Q2 , and 
Q2 and Q,l• 
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APPENDIX 
TEACHER'S MANUAL AND KEY 
Test Th ~ee~: THE McKEE INVENTORY OF PHONETIC -SKILL 
.. ,_, ~ For Third, Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth_ Grades 
·.-- # ~) " . • PURPOSI 
The single-sheet pupil tests enclosed in this package are 
intended as an aid to the busy teacher in diagnosing pupil 
mastery of the phonetic elements that are taught in the 
primary reading program of the McKee Reading for Meaning · 
Series. Their use will enable the teacher to identify quickly 
those phonetic elements with which one or more pupils may 
be having difficulty, so that appropriate reteaching may be 
undertaken. Since diagnosis is the sole aim - not a compari-
son of achievement - norms would be .of no real value,· and 
they have consequently not been provided. 
The various phonetic elements are tested in the order in 
which they have been taught. Sections A, B, C, and D test 
those phonetic elements which have been taught by the end 
of Looking Ahead, the first-level reader for third grade. Sec-
tion A- rows 1-50 - tests consonant-sound associations in 
the initial position only. Section B-rows 51-62- tests the 
pupil's ability to use these same associations when the con-
sonant element comes at the end of a word. Section C - rows 
63-:-76 -tests the structural elements that have been taught 
by the end of Looking Ahead. Section D -rows 77-102 -
- tests vowel-sound associations. 
; .. Sections E, F, and G test the phonetic elements that are 
:~~-taught in Cl~mbing Higher, the second-level rea~er :or 
;;mi-d grade. Sect10n E- rows 103-108- tests begmnmg 
consonant sounds. Section F- rows 109-116- tests recog-
nition of newly introduced prefixes and su:ffi:x:es. Section G-
rows 117-130 - tests recognition of certain common syllables. 
Except in section G, the first word in each numbered row 
is one which, at the time of testing, has already been t_aught_ 
as part of the basal vocabulary of the McKee series. The 
other words in each ·row are almost without exception words · 
which are not as yet in the basal vocabulary, but' which are 
identical with the first word except for the substitution of 
the phonetic elements being tested. 
Only sections A, B, C, and D should be used when testing 
after completion of Looking Ahead. The entire test should be 
used when testing after completion of Climbing Higher, 
whether at the end of third grade or at the beginning· of any 
of the intermediate grades. After testing, individual pupils 
may be" given special help on those elements with which they 
ohviously have difficulty. The McKee readers, manuals, and. 
workbooks provide many exercises and suggestio.qs for doing 
_., ·any necessary reteachlllg. 
_-: J:l 0 W T 0 AD M.l N I 5 T E R 
: · Section A '-Initial. Consonant So~nds &;:; W the fi:~;ow oJ s:;n ~: jUg rug. 
. '" , Say to the pupils: Listen for the so-imd that you hear at 
the beginning of hail and healthy. Now look at the words in 
, row number 1. Find a word that begins With the same sound 
ff;~:,:~-,-~aZZ and_ healthJJ; ~f~:W~a,line around that w:<>~~· 
~~~~'~ . . ' 
/' 
Proceed in the same manner with each row in section A: 
Following are suggested' words to use in identifying the 
element being tested in each row: 
1 •. h-hall, healthy . 26. cr-:-erawl, crown 
2. w-weed, west 27. cl-club, clay 
3. b-bump, boast 28. tr-troop, trail 
4. g-gas, gown 29. br-brick, breathe 
5. t-=-tough, tin 30. fr_:freeze, fry __ 
6. £-feast, fight 31 .. pl-plate, plump 
1. d-dust, dive 32. c(soft)-ceiling, celery 
8. m-m.arch, mix 33. fl-flag, flood 
9. c(hard)-cart, curve 34. ch-church, choice 
10. :tlt-they, those 35. thr-thrill, throne 
11. n-north, nurse 36. dr-dream, drag 
12. y+yawn, yell 37. gl-glove, glue 
13. 1-leaf, lame 38. g(soft)-gem, giant 
14. wb_..--whirl, whiff 39. tw-tweak, twilight 
15. s-soap, sink . . 40. qu-quack, quit 
16. p-pill, pink 41. sn-snug, snake 
17. sh-shoot, sharp 42. gr-grip, grave 
1~ •. j-ju,ice, jaw . 43. pr-pray, prune 
19.k-kettle, kerosene 44. sm.-smooth, smack 
20. r-rise, rough 45. sl-slam, slide 
21. st-stack, sting 46. wr-wrist, wrote 
22. str-'-strap, straw 47. sp-space, spin 
23-. bl-blade, blind 48. squ-squash, squeeze 
24. v-view, vote 49. sc-scar, scoop 
25. th-thirty, theater 50. spr-sprout, sprinkle 
=SectionS- Filial C~nsc;maot Sounds · 
Here is the first row of section B: 
51. cup cud cub cuss cuff. 
Say to the pupils: Listen.for the sound that you hear at 
:the end of. stab and crib. Now look at the words in row 
number Sl.· Fiiid a word that ends with the same sound as 
stab and crib. Draw a line around that word. 
Prooeed in the· same manner With each row in section B. 
Following are suggested words to use: 
51. -b-stab~ crib . 57. ng-sting, gong 
52. v-4iive, shove 58. dge-fudge; dodge 
53. n:-:-shone) prune . 59.· ck-sock, wreck 
. 54. nk-stirik, pink '60. lk-silk, bulk 
55. nt-ant,. blunt- · 61. ft.-drift, i;heft 
56. ~e--:'<>blige, stooge 62. pt-apt, adopt 
' .~-. 
Section C- Structural EJements 
Here is the first row of section 0: . 
'63. piece pieces pieced 
. I . 
! • 
piecing 
, Say to the pupils: Look at the first word in row number 
63. You know that word. It is piece. The three other words 
·ip. the row are made from the word piece. Find the one that 
' has the ~e sound at the end that you hear at the end of the 
_ w~rds noticed and chased. Draw a line around that word. . 
· (continu.tl on r"""" side) -
F"':"~­
>:-··· 
: ~ 
Proceed in the same manner with eaoh row in section C, 
but substitute beginning for end for row 74. Following are 
sugg~ted words to use: 
63. ed(t)-noticed, chased 70. es--pushes, branches 
64. ed{dr.-<>rdere~, alarmed 71. (i)est-:-luckiest,happiest 
65. ed(edririsisted, scolded 
66. ing-getting, dropping 
72. (e)ing-waving,.racing 
73. en-eaten, deepen · 
67. er-thicker, faster 7 4. un-unlocked, Uilhappy 
68. y-mighty, sticky 75. ful--.useful, hopeful 
69. ly-correctly, completely 76. n't-mustn't, woUldn't 
Section D -Vowel Sounds 
Here is the first row of section D; 
77. ripe rip reap rope rap 
Say to the pupils: Listen for the vowel sound that you 
hear in tag and slat. Now look at the words in row number 
77. Find a word that has in it the vowel sound that you hear 
in tag and slat. Draw a line around that word. 
Proceed in the same manner with each row in section D. 
Following are suggested words to use: 
77. a-tag, slat 90. ow(cow)-how, crown 
78. a-fade, space 91. ou(out)-grouch, sour 
79. e-;>est, hem 92. ow(o)-crow, growth 
so. e-she, we 93. oo-pool, spoon . 
81. 1-slid, cliff 94. oo-foot, hood 
82. i-bride, knife 95. _ea(e)-meant, wealth 
83. 0--knob, frog 96. ai(a)-faint, stain 
84. 6-globe, stroke 97. ay(ahray, clay 
85. oa(o)-goal, roam 98. ew(u)-fe.w, mew 
86. ii-scrub, cuff 99. ie(i)-fried, pie 
87. u-truth, prune · .. 100. oi-coin, moist 
88. ea(e)-team, leak 101. y(i)-spy, type 
89. ee(e)-deed, seek 102. aw-yawn, hawk 
Section E - Initial Consonant Sounds 
Here is the first row of section E: 
1-03. grape ·drape gape scrape tape. 
Say to the pupils: Listen for the sound that you hear at 
the beginning of scramble and screen. Now look at i:b.e words 
in row number 103. Find a word that begins with the same 
sound as scramble and screen. Draw a line around that word. 
Proceed in the same manner with each row in section E. 
Following are suggested words to use: 
103. scr-scramble, screen · 106. spl-split, splash 
104. sw-swallow, sweater 107. shr-shrink, shriek 
105. sk-skin, skUll 108. kn-knife, known 
Section F - Structural Elements 
Here is the first row of section F: 
i09. worth worthy worthless worthine. 
Say to the pupils: Look at the :first word in row number 
109. You know that word. It is worth. The three other words 
in the row· are made from the word worth. F~d the o11e that 
has the same sound at the end tliat you hear at the ~nd of the 
words clo,udless and thoughtless. Draw a line around that 
word. ·- · 
Proeeed in the same manner with each row in section F, 
but substitute beginning for end for rows 111-114. Following 
are suggested words to use: 
109. less-cloudless, thought-
less 
113. xni&--mistake, 
miscount 
110. (i)ness-happiness, tidiness 114~ re-retell, repack 
115. (e)able-usable, 
believable 
111. dis-displease, dislike 
112. in-incorrect, incomplete 116.. able-remarkable, 
changeable 
Section G - Common Syllables 
Here is the first row of section G: 
117. collect coastal conduct cgmpose 
Say to the pupils: Listen for the common syllable sound 
that you hear at the beginning of command and compel. Now 
look at the words iD. row number 117. Find a word that 
begins with the same common syllable sound as command· 
and compel. Draw a line around that word. . 
Proceed in the same manner With each row in section G, 
but substitute end for beginning and ends for begins for r<lws 
i18, 123, 124, 127, and 130. Following are suggested words 
to use: 
117 ~ com-command, 
.. _ . compel 
118. tion-action, motion 
119. be-betray, becoming 
120. de-departed, denied 
121. im-improve, :itnlil.ense 
122. for-forgotten, _forbid 
123. dle-candle, idle 
124. ple-sample, ripple 
125. con-consider, connect 
126. ex-exercise, excuses 
127. ty-county, loyalty 
128. pre-preserve, prevent~ 
129. en-:-entirely, encourage 
130. ment--pavement, 
comment 
CORRECTING THE TESTS 
Attached herewith is a key to help you correct your 
pupils' tests. The dotted lines on this key will show you that 
the correct answers follow a regular design which should 
make it easy for you to correct each test quickly. 
ree • THE McKEE INVENTORY OF PHONETIC 
NOTE: This key is a duplicate of the pupil's 
test with the correct answers indlcated on Jt. 
~:--~======================~-------- DAre~----------­
. 26. rush __ .. slush ·, blusl_l_ gush ...,., ~ bug ~ tug . jug rug 
---~:2. drove . cove ~ dove rove 
3. felt . . pelt . welt . Cliill:> smelt f clear fear ~ ·.rea~ '.. spear 
. /~:· cross boss moss_~~ loss 
-~ _: / 6. clang gang tang . pang . CfailV 
~--·f, 7. lean bean wean glean...-~ 
~;; ~ 
,,. 1; 8. few dew hew _ - _ pew 
/:{ 9. job mob @::) gob · fob 
~ / / I 0. shine twine whin~~ spine 
'J II. book . crook ........ ~ hook · -_- brook 
12. woke ~ choke stroke coke 
13. hung ~ sung rung flung 
......... 
14. meat cheat ~ bleat heat 
15. hour scour dour ~ · flour 
16. sad lad ~.._fad-· cad 
17. save grave crave ~- stave 
18. set bet vet · fret ~ 
19. rid hid bid lid · ...-C]gD 
20. nod hod sod .... G:) pod 
21. he.el peel_~-- keel-- reel 
22. drive thrive dive -~ hive 
23. peach preac_b,~ beach breach 
24. meal · ~ heal·· deal · seal 
25. born ~ horn · scorn · torn 
' 
51. cup 
52. grape 
53. spice 
54. la!llp 
55. spend 
56. sale 
63. piece 
64. reason 
-8 ~~· point 
-- ~':1'66. nod 
67. bright 
68. length 
69. order 
' 
' cud @J, cuss cuff 
grate grade ~ grace 
spite ~ spike spire 
lag lap ~ lance 
sped speck spell ~
sate sane sake 
/ 
pieces . ~ piecing 
~-reasons reasoning 
pointing ~-- pointer 
nodder . nodded -~ 
brightly_...~ brightest 
@!5 lengthen lengthily 
ordered "@V ordering 
. 27~ lamp_,· .. t~amp ·_cramp ..... ~ stamp 
~8. flash crash ~ smash_ · -- slash 
2·9. class bass _ mas~ ....... lass 
30. . fog clog _Q§V . flog·· smog 
31. edge ~ _- ledge dredge sledge 
32. pinch ~ ...... finch clinch flinch 
33. coat gloat ~- bloat throat 
34. week sleek ·seek -~ creek 
35. spread dead ~dread tread 
36. stool tool spool ~-- pool 
37. chance prance lance trance~ 
38. fr~e tee fee glee ........ ~ 
39. hitch stitch witch-~ ditch 
40. lake brake ~ flake snake 
41. square stare share ......... ~ spare 
42. trudge sludg~ smudge drudge 
.43. less · ~ bless .. chess stress 
44. quite _·_ @§)_ trite sprite . . spite 
45. meet ·fleet ~ greet tweet 
- 46.- speak -- sneak freak ~ squeak 
47. bark lark ~shark stark 
48. print spri~t flint . ~ glint 
49. ·sale whale pale stale· ~
50. train grain stain drain 
57. rush 
58. rid 
59. hang 
60. edge 
6f. rang 
62. went 
70. 
71. 
72. 
73. 
74. 
75. 
76. 
rich 
heavy 
joke 
heart 
ripe 
mind 
might 
/ 
/ 
rug runt ...... ~ 
risk ~ rinse 
hash hasp__.~ 
ebb G!E:5 elm 
~· ramp ranch 
~ wend welt 
rust 
rink 
hatch 
elf 
ram 
weld 
........... 
' richer ~........ richest 
heavier heavily~ 
joked _.;.~ _ joker 
~-- hearty heartier 
ripen ~ ripest 
minded mindini'::~ 
mightier ~ mightiest 
I 
n.· ripe 
78. lean 
79. spoke 
ad. hay 
81~ meal 
82. pen 
83. sick 
84. ten 
85. peach 
86. shine 
87. meat 
88. sir 
89. pil~ 
103. grape 
. 104. gift 
105. state 
rip reap rope,..,@:) 
lone loo1;1 --~ · . loin 
spike ~ spake spook 
haw hoe --~ hew 
male..._.G!ill[) mole ~ull 
~.. pain . pawn pun 
-~-sack . soak seek 
. tan <::.§V-.. . tin tine 
pouch pitch ~ poach 
shin . ~ ........ shone sheen 
mote mutt ~ mate 
. ......... 
sire soar · sour ~ 
pill pale pal ~ 
drape 
drift 
crate· 
/ 
I 
. gape/<:§) 
~thrift· 
·slate ~
I 
tape 
shift 
date 
1-- I 
90. fall 
91. bit 
92. sun 
93. mud 
94. crack 
95. did 
96. rid 
97. flew 
98. pay 
99. low 
·roo. tail 
to I. stall 
102. oil 
106. spice 
107. rub 
JOB .. shell 
~ foil file foal 
boot·~ bait hee:_e~ 
sin . sine ~ sane 
mode ~· maid· mid 
-.. . 
creek croak ~ crock 
dude dud deed ~
reed rod rude--~ 
flaw flow ~ flee 
pow ~ paw ·. pea 
law ·lee~ lo 
tile _C§I[)_ tool teal 
~ steel stale stole 
@:> eel ill ail -
\ 
\ 
... \ 
price ~slice thrice 
scrub club ~ stub 
quell ~ spell · swell 
\ 
I . / . \ \ 
I 
.. 109.- worth. . wortliy ;;~ worthinesff 
I 10. }azy . ~ laziest .· lazybon~ 
Ill. charge recharge ~ mischarge 
1 I 2. direct ·redirect direction~ 
~~ . : 
, J 17~ collect . coastal conduct 
I 18. future active -~ 
119. banne:,_~ bishop 
1~0.~ duties 9,o~ens 
121. ignore --~ inve:rl.t 
l 
\· 
. \ 
~-
. rating 
bullet 
damage. 
ideals . ~~122. folders '~urnish · ~--:foaming 
I 23. mantle shuffle sprinkle ~
·. 
113:· trust 
114. claim 
I 15. prove 
I 16. plant 
I 
I 
I 
distrust -~ ·entrust 
declaim disclaim ~
provable approval 
plantless displant 
124.~ _pickle dangle bristle .· 
125., costume ~ ........ compass . cordial_ · ·. 
126. errand estate · . ~......... erigage . 
127. pebbly turkey · SJ:>o:ngy ~ .. 
128. profit prance.;-~_ prison 
129. equals.~~ empire effect .... · 
130~'~ helmet serpent -curre.~,,.; 
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bug ~ . tug jug rug ~6. rush slush blush gush . @u~b;. 
drove cove (W,ijj_j) dove rove 27. lamp tramp cramp @IDW stamp 
felt pelt welt @D smelt 28. flash crash \Ui§li) smash slash 
!4. clear fear <i§J rear spear 29. class . bass mass ~ lass 
5. cross . boss moss ~ loss 30~ fog clog -~ flog .smog 
~. clang gang tang pang C§W 31. edge ~ledge dredge sledge 
7. lean bean wean· glean -~ 32. pinch finch clinch flinch 
·a. few dew hew ~ pew 33. coat gloat ~ bloat throat 
9. job moh GQb) gob fob 34. week sleek seek (~~ creek 
lO. shine twine · whine ~ spine 35. spread dead. @e5P dread tread 
Jl. book crook cnook:) hook brook 36. stool tool spool @roOD pool 
12. woke ~ choke stroke coke 37. chance prance lance trance !g@l~ 
13. hung .Q'§D sung rung flung 38. free tee fee glee e 
14. meat cheat ~bleat heat 39. hitch stitch Witch' ((w_:it~ ditcn 
15. hour scour dour ~ flo1U'· 40. lake brake ~flake snake 
16. sad lad ® fad cad 41. square stare share ®iiW spare 
.17. save grave crave ~~ stave 42. trudge sludge .(€u~ smudge drudge 
18. set bet vet fret ~ 43. less ~ bless chess stress 
)9. rid hid bid lid ~ 44. quite @ute) trite sprite spite 
;?·'iL~-: !Q, nod hod sod ~ ]>Od 45. meet fleet 6le;t) greet tweet 
' 21. heel peel @§0 keel reel 46. speak sneak freak c§~ squeak 
22~ drive thrive dive ~ hive 47. bark lark ~ shark stark 
23. peach preach Q>IEi"qb) beach breacli 48. print sprint flint t€<fill~D glint 
24. meal ~ heal deal seal 49. sale whale pale stale ~ 
25. born @@> horn scorn torn 50. train grain stain drain ·~ 
Sf. cup cud ® cuss cuff 57. rush rug runt t~J rust 
52. grape grate grade <ifaw grace 58. rid risk Cfidi® rins·e rink 
53. spice spite @iiie) ~ spire 59. hang hash hasp ~ hatcH 54. lamp lag lap lance 60. edge ebb _@D elm elf 
55. spend sped speck spell <:.@~ 61. rang 
€IP ramp ranch r~m 
56. sale sate sane sake ~ 62. went 6D wend welt weld 
@ieo~ ~ piece pieces piecing 70. rich richer richest ~as,2ne<!} ·heavily C:Eea~ reason reasons reasoning 71. heavy heavier 
point pointing Qiointe~ pointer 72 • joke joked @kini> joker 
.... {iioTidin~ -~~ . . . nod nodder nodded 73 . heart hearty heartier 
. -· . 61 bright · brightly q>rigb:te?). brightest 74. ripe ripen !Ui!iji'® ripest I; ~ • • .. · ~. 
. . . 68. _ length [en:ij@ . lengthen lengthily i75. mind minded minding t![m~ 
~'. <': >;6~ _l orq~ ... ;: ... :. Rr~.,i;,i;~<l~rlil,:· o~ering.· 76 .• might mightier 4lil!tli5) mightiest ~. . '. ' '··~··'·'" ,,, ... ~. ..~~·"·;_~-~ ~:>:·.~···>'.>.·_.··•· ·c ....... '. :;~ 
I 
I 
I 
77. ripe 
78. lean 
79. spoke 
80. hay 
8.1. meal 
82. pen 
83. sick 
84. ten 
85: pea:ch 
86. shine 
87. meat 
88. sir 
89. pile. 
103. grape 
104. gift 
105. state 
109. worth 
110. lazy 
Ill. charge 
·112. direct_ 
'rip 
lone 
spike .. · 
haw 
male. 
''®~ 
@lD. 
tan 
pouch 
shin 
mote 
sire 
pill 
drape 
drift 
crate. 
reap rope_ 
loon Qi'W 
~ spake 
hoe '® 
--~ ~ mole 
.pain 
sack 
\1§2) 
pitch 
.6£'@) 
_,__....., 
·mutt 
soar 
:pale 
·:pawn 
soak 
tin 
~8!J 
shone 
@D 
sour 
pal 
·~a-p·'-' --~---·'·'. 
loin 
spook 
hew 
mull 
pun 
seek 
tine 
poocH 
sheen 
mate 
~ 
@~J> 
. gape ((~~ tape 
q;~m{t)· thrift shift 
slate· (~'K~t.~ date 
worthy: d"o·r~ worthiness 
UAAf~"W : laziest lazybones 
recharge ~ mischarge 
redirect direction @freg.y 
'""'-:--.:.='<"·· 
117. collect· : coastal: conduct ~omposi:D 
: 118~ future · active 
I J 9. banner @~r~:? 
120 .. (1£st@> dE_ties 
121. ignore Qlij~ 
122. · folders furnish 
(23. mantle shuffi~ 
<lf-!~t9w 
· bishop 
dozens 
inverit 
-~"tV' 
sprinkle 
-:..-:...~~ 
r~ting 
bullet 
damage 
ideals 
foaming 
~-· 
90. fall 
·· .9L bit 
:file· 
bait ~~~" 
92. sun 
93. mud 
94. crack· 
95. did 
96. rid 
97; flew 
98. pay 
99. low 
· roo. tail 
10 I. stall 
102. oil 
·ro6. spice 
107. rub 
·108~ shell 
'i 13. trust 
!I 14. claim 
r 15. prove 
1fl6. plant 
sin· 
·.mode 
creek 
:dude 
reect 
·flaw 
pow 
·law 
._tile· 
~-
~ 
price 
scrub 
quell 
sine 
-~ 
:croak 
·dua 
·rod 
:flow 
~~j) 
·lee 
~ 
. steel 
eel 
.@)Y 
.:maid 
·~ 
deed 
rude 
-~-
.paw 
CJ.G) 
tool 
·stale 
.ill 
@_~ slic:: . 
.club ~~b) 
~--spell 
sane 
mid 
crock 
(g~<l} 
. @_(1> 
flee 
pea 
lo 
teal 
stole 
ail 
thrice 
stub 
swell 
distrust \IDfst;liS"£) entrust 
declahn . di~;i~ . ~IlV 
, ~~~ .. -'>·· ~~~'§) approval 
~~~~~e1~}6plantless displant 
124 •. Jtinml~) pickle dangle 
compass 
bristle 
cordial 
engage 
a-a:Int~ 
· 1 25. costume .(COmalij) 
126. errand estate ~~ 
:127 •. pebbly turkey spongy (L~~~--
128. profit prance E® prison· 
-
·129. equ~ls. ~)-
~-.:..>-·'~: . .-'... ' ""'=.::=--
130. ~~m~~:@;~helmet . 
empire 
serpent 
effect 
curreq 
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